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Abstract 
In this paper we study the behavior of S,, = y'~_~a,kCk associated to an i.i.d, sequence 
(~:k, k ~ Z) with values in a real separable Hilbert space H of infinite dimension, and where 
(a,k, 1 <~ k <~ n) is a triangular array of bounded linear operators from H to H. We shall provide 
sufficient conditions for the CLT for (S,, n ~ 1) imposed on the norm of the operators 
and on the moments of S,. 
AMS classification: 60F05; 60G50 
Keyuords:  Hilbertian white noise; Hilbert space valued linear processes; central limit theorem: 
Uniform integrability 
O. Introduction 
Let (Q, ,~/, P) be a probabi l i ty  space, let H be a real separable Hi lbert space of 
infinite dimension with the norm IJ • I/H generated by an inner product  ( . .  • )u,  and let 
(ek, k >~ 1) be an or thonormal  basis in H. Let L(H)  be the class of bounded linear 
operators from H to H, and denote by ]L" IILt-~ its usual norm. 
We call a Hi lbert ian white noise a sequence (~:k, k c E) of H-valued mean zero i.i.d. 
random variables on f2 such that 0 < ~i H ~:o II~ = a2 < J-:. 
Let (a,k, I ~< k ~< n) be a tr iangular array of operators in L( t f ) .  The aim of this paper is 
to investigate the asymptot ic  normal i ty for S~ defined by 
S. = ~ a,k~:k. (0.1) 
k- l  
In the real case, for analyzing the asymptotical properties of some estimators as well 
as of linear processes, Peligrad and Utev (1994) have studied a central imit theorem tbr 
IS,, ], ,~ 1 defined by (0.1), where (a,k, l ~< k ~< n) is a triangular array of numbers atisfying 
sup ~ la, ,kl2<oc and max ]a,,kl-~0 asn- -+-z ,  (().2) 
n k -1  1 ~k<n 
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and the ek'S are, in turn, real pairwise mixing martingale differences, real mixing 
sequences or real associated sequences. 
The study of these types of processes in a Hilbert space also has a statistical aim. 
For instance, if we define the stationary Hilbert space process by 
Xk = 8k ~- Z aJ re'k-j, (0.3) 
provided the series is convergent in some sense, then 
n 
Zk = 1 Xk (0.4) 
O" n 
can be represented by (0.1), where 2 = ~ II 2k~1Xk H 2. 
These types of processes defined by (0.3) and with values in functional spaces are not 
only a natural extension of the multivariate linear processes (Brockwell and Davis, 
1991, Ch. 11) but also facilitate the study of estimation and forecasting problems of 
several classes of continuous time processes. For details we mention Bosq (1991, 1993), 
Mourid (1995) and MerlevSde (1995). Then, in the infinite-dimensional case, in 
studying a CLT for (S,, n >~ 1) defined by (0.1) and where (ek, k e Z) is a Hilbertian 
white noise, our question was if the conditions (0.2) are sufficient in the new context 
when we replace the constants by operators in L(H) and the absolute values by the 
corresponding norm. It turns out that supplementary conditions are necessary. 
In fact we establish that under the conditions (0.2) where we replace the constants 
by operators in L(H) and the absolute values by the corresponding norm, the CLT is 
valid if and only if l im,~ F_(S,, ei) lq(Sn, ej)H = trij, for all i , j  ~> 1, and l imsup,~ 
Ell S, jj2 = 57/~= 1 aii. We provide an example showing that the condition limsup ..... 
E]l S, H 2 = Z~= 1 aii cannot be removed from the assumptions. Our example will satisfy 
all the other conditions, but the tightness of {S,}, ~> 1 fails. 
Finally, we give a CLT for {S,}, ~ ~ defined by (0.4), where (ek, k ~ 7/) is a Hilbertian 
white noise and the operators (ak, k >/1) are in L(H). Notice that central limit 
theorems for {S,}, ~1 defined by (0.4) have been established (see MerlevSde et al., 
1995) if we replace the normalization a. by xf£. 
In this paper, we shall treat only the case where (ek, k ~ 7/) is a Hilbertian white 
noise. Other weak dependent classes of H-valued random variables including strictly 
stationary difference martingale sequences, p-mixing, interlaced mixing and strongly 
mixing sequences will be discussed elsewhere. 
1. Results 
We shall first establish. 
Theorem 1.1. Let (ek, k E Z) be a Hilbertian white noise and let (ank , 1 ~ k ~ n) be 
a triangular array of operators in L(H) such that 
sup ~ Ila.kl[2(m <oo, (1.l) 
n k= 1 
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and 
max Ila,kllL(n)--+O as n--+oc. (1.2) 
1 ~<k<~n 
f f  we assume that fi~r 2 <, p < 0% ~ H go [[~ < co, then { II S,, H ft J,> ~ 1 is un!fi~rmlv. . inteqr- 
able, where S, is defined by (0.1). 
Remark  1.1. The uniform integrabili ly of { lisa liP1 * ~,> ~, p ~> 2, is not only interesting 
in itself, but also allows us to get the convergence of moments  for S,,. Indeed, 
according to Theorem 5.4 in Billingsley (1968), if [S, }, > 1 converges in distribution to 
an H-valued Gaussian random variable p and if [iI S, !l Pg~ is uniformly integrable J n~ 1 
then ~ 1[ S.  ]1 ~'t --" ~ I1 t L l] ~,  as n -+ ao. 
Theorem 1.2. Let (e,k, k ~ Z) be a Hilbertian white noise and let (a,k, 1 <~ k <~ n) be 
a triangular array of operators in L(H)  satisfying (1.1) and (1.2). Let (ek, l; >~ 1) be an 
orthonormal basis of H. Then, S, & p(O, T)  if and onh' (f 
lim E(S , ,e i )n (S , , ,e j )n  =oi j ,  Vi, j >~ 1, (1.3t 
and 
2 lim sup ~E ql S, [1 H = aii, (1.4) 
where S, is defined by (0.1) and I*(O T ) is a centered Gaussian H-valued random variable 
with covariance operator T = (czi~)~,a:, 1. 
Remark 1.2. Observe that if the dimension of the Hilbert space is equal to m, with 
m finite, then 
lim sup E (S, ,  ei )2  lim sup E [1 S. ]1 u2 = 
Hence for a Hilbert space of finite dimension, condition (1.3) obviously implies (1.4). 
Now, in the case where the dimension of the Hilbert space is infinite, notice that 
besides the conditions (1.1) and (1.2) imposed on the norm of operators, Theorem 1.2 
uses other sufficient conditions for the CLT. But, it turns out that condition (1.4'1 
cannot be removed from the assumptions, as we can see from the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3. There exists a triangular array (a,k, 1 ~ k <~ n) of operators in L(H) 
satisfying (1.1) and (1.2) and there exists a sequence (~:k, k ~ 7/) of H-valued i.i.d, centered 
2 random variables with 0 < [E Ih ~o Nan = ~ < oo, that satisfies (1.3) but fails (1.4), and such 
that {S,}, > l does not converge in distribution to an H-valued Gaussian random wtriable, 
where S, is defined by (0.1). 
We denote by I the identity operator on H. As a corollary of Theorem 1.2, we are 
going to prove 
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Corollary 1.1. Let (ek, k ~ ~) be a Hilbertian white noise and let (aa,j >- O) be a sequence 
of operators in L(H). Let (ek, k >~ 1) be an orthonormal basis of H. Let 
n 
Xk = Zj>~o aje, k-~, where ao = I, and Sn = Zi=l Xi. Set a~ = O for j < O. Assume 
2 Ilaj IIL(m <~,  (15) 
j>~O 
2 2 (1.6) EII S, [1~ := o-, --+oo asn--+oo, 
co n 2 
supY~;=-~ [l~k=l ak j[IL(H) < OC;. (1.7) 
2 
n O" n 
Then, Sn/a, & #(0, T)  if and only if 
lim ~ ~ < S., ei )n  < Sn, ej )n = aij, Vi, j ~> 1, (1.8) 
n ~ oc  
and 
• aii = 1, (1,9) 
i=1  
where la(O, T)  is a centered Gaussian H-valued random variable with covariance oper- 
ator T = (aij)i,j> 1. 
Remark 1.3. We can notice that since (ek, k e Z) is a Hilbertian white noise, then 
under (1.5) the series y~j > 0 aj ek j is convergent in LZ(H) and almost surely (see Araujo 
and Gin6, 1980, Ch. 3.2). 
2 ,~ n Remark 1.4. In the real case, since a 2 = a~ y,r= _~ (Y~t= 1 ak-j) 2, the condition (1.7) is 
obviously satisfied. 
2. Proofs 
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we give the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let (ak, k e Z) be a Hilbertian white noise and let (a,k, 1 ~ k <~ n) be 
a triangular array of operators in L(H) satisfyin9 (1.l) and (1.2). Let S, be defined by 
(0.1). Then, for all p >>, 2, ~_ll%llPn < oo ~ E]IS, H p < m. 
Proof  of  the lemma. According to Theorem 6.20 in Ledoux and Talagrand (1991), we 
have for all p > 1, and then in particular for p ~> 2, 
{ ( max , (2 .1 )  (EIIS. IIP)I/p<.K1 (Ells. lr~) 1~2+ ~E( <~<. 
where K1 is a constant. 
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But, since the (e,k, k E 2) are i. i .d.//-valued random variables and by the assumption 
(l.1), we have 
sup ~ IIS, {I 2 <~c,, (2.2) 
tl  
and moreover, 
max ILa.k~kLl~ ~< max Ika.kNL~mllckll~ 
p-2 ~ 2 
max IlankllL(H) ¢¢a,kllL{mllgkll~f. 
1 4k<~n k=l  
Then, since ": L[ go ]L~ < ~' and by the assumptions (1.1) and (1.2), 
max I[ankgklln ~<K 2 max ',la.kllgtm (2.3) 
l~kGn l<~k%n 
<7 K 2 if p = 2, 
-+0 as n- -~c if p>2,  
where K2 is a constant. Thus, combining (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain that 
~:ll S, tlf, <,~3. 
Now m order to show the uniform integrability of [ 1[ S, [I,~ I, > ~, for p ~> 2, we have 
to prove 
lim sup~_l lS, ,L lP l( l lS.  IlH > :0 = O. (2.41 
zt ~ x n 
First, we are going to symmetrize the H-valued random variables X.g = a.k~k. To do 
this, we take (X.*, I ~< k ~< n) an independent copy of X,,k. Note 37.k = X.k  -- X,,*k, 
then ()~.k) is a H-valued symmetric random sequence. Notice that since the X.~'s are 
independent random variables, the random variables (Xnk, 1 <<. k <~ n) are. of course., 
independent. 
n We set ,S. = ~k = 1 )~.k. We notice that for ~ > 0 
~[[S. [Iftl(l[S.]ln > 6~) = (6~)PP(I[S,,l ln > 6,x) + 6p (6Y) p - '  P(IIS. Hi, > 6y)dy. 
(2.5) 
Moreover, by applying Tchebycheff's inequality and inequality (6.1), p. 150 in Ledoux 
and Talagrand (1991), we obtain for z ) ~ > 0, 
( )' P( l l s . l / .>Sz)~< 1 ~[lS.l[~ P(I J~.I IH>3z). (2.6) 
9~ z 
Now, by applying Hoffmann-Jorgensen's inequality (see Proposit ion 6.7 in Ledoux 
and Talagrand, 1991) together with Tchebycheff's inequality, we get for z > 0 
P ( ] 'S"Hn>3z)<~4IF - "~I '2P( ' IS ' "n>z)+P(z  2 ~ <<_ k <. 11)7.k/,n>z). (2.7, 
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Hence, applying inequalities (2.6) and (2.7) in equality (2.5) and noticing that for 
c~ sufficiently large (1 - IE II S, ]12/9C~2) - 1 ~< K3  ' where K3 is a constant, we obtain for 
sufficiently large 
~-IIS, I[~I(IIS, JIH > 6~) ~< K3 {(6c0 p4E IIS" 11252 P(IISn[IH > 2) 
f o9 ~ 2 4 [llS, Ilu +6p ~-- - (6y)e - lP ( j [Sn] lH  > y )dy  
+ (6cOPP ( , .<. k <. "J~.k'ln > C~) 
;o ( )t  +6p (6y)P-lP max II)?,kll~>Y dy l<~k<~n 
:= K3{A(p ,a ,n )  + B(p, 7, n) + C(p,c~,n) + D(p,:~,n)}. 
Notice that since S, and S* are independent by construction, we obviously get that 
[E [I S, [I ~ ~< 4~ I[ S, I[ 2 and {E II S, tl f~ ~< K(p)  IF tl S, [I f~, where K(p) is a constant depend- 
ing only on p. 
Using Markov's inequality and Lemma 2.1, it is easy to prove that, if ~ H eo II f~ < o% 
lim supA(p, e, n) = 0 
n~oo n 
and 
lim supB(p, c~, n) = 0. 
n~oo n 
Now by construction of the {Jf,k}'S and by stationarity of the {~k}'s, we find 
C(p, 2, n) + D(p, ~, n) 
<~ 6 p ~ (~(ll-~.kll~I(lIX.klll~ > ~)) 
k=l  
<<. C(p)f_ max Hank][L(l_l) NankllL(H) 
l ~k<~n k=l  
E lifo IJ p I  II~ollff>2maxl<~k<~.Ha,kl]L(H ) ' 
where C(p) Is a constant depending only on p. 
Thus, by assumptions (1.1) and (1.2), and by Lemma 2.1, if £ J] eo Ilf~ < o% we obtain 
lira sup(C(p, c~, n) + D(p, 2, n)) = O. 
~oo n 
And the proof is complete. [] 
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2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
First of all, we are going to prove the 
Hence, we want to show that for any fi > 0 
( lim l imsupP 52 (Sn, ei)ll" 
m~-* n~ x i=m+ 1 
According to Tchebycheff's inequality, 
l imsupg~( ~ (S,,,e~)H'ei u 
n--~ i=m+ 1 
l f i  ~+ 
~< lim sup~ ( S., ei )H 
, £ 
fi2 lim sup F_ ( S~, ei )~ 
n~ i=m+l 
tightness of the random sequence {S, J n 1 ' 
ei ,t >~ fl) -- O" 
we have 
2 
• Ci  I t  
(2.8t 
- f12 l imsup E (Sn, e i )~- lE  (Sn, ei)~ 
n~ i = 1 i = 1 
Then, due to conditions (1.3) and (1.4), the right side of the inequality is equal to 
(1/fi2)(~'- 1 (Yii -- Eim-1 (Yii) = (1/fi2)(ELm+l ffii). Thus, since the series 'Y'~'i"- 1(J'ii is con- 
vergent by (1.1), (2.8) follows. 
Therefore, due to the tightness of the random sequence {S.}, > 1, it is enough to 
prove that for each il, i2 . . . . .  i,,, the vector fixed ((S,, ei,)u, 1 <~j <~ m) has a limiting 
Gaussian distribution. Hence, we fix m ~> 1 and we take (b j, 1 ~< j ~< m) real numbers 
with b = sup1 .< j,<,.Ibjl, then we want to show that the sequence of real random 
variables (Z'~_~bj<S,, e~, >H), > ~ satisfies the CLT. 
First, notice that 
n DI 
b i(S,,e,,)H = 52 ~ b.i(a,,k#:t, e,,)n 
j= l  k= l  j -1  
n 
:= 52 za", 
k=l  
where the real random variables ~-~,kCw{"), 1 ~< k ~< n) are obviously independent. 
¢7(-,I 1 ~< k ~< n) satisfy Lindeberg's condition. Due Now, let us show that the r.v.'s t,~,g, 
to the stationarity of the H-valued random variables 0:k, k • Z) and to the assumption 
(1.1), we obtain for ~ > 0 
(m)  2 (m)  E(Z.k ) I(IZ.k t> OQ 
k=l  
=k~=l [~(j=~lbJ(ank'~:k'e'/~H)2l ( j~=l bj(onkf;k,¢-'i,)ll >~)  
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m IE(bj(a,,kek, ei,)n)2I [bj(a,kek, ei~)H[ > -- 
k=l  j= l  /ql 
~m2b2 max E(l[gkllZl(bllankl[L(H) l]ek[lH>~)) ~' \ k=l 
( ~ sup ) ( ~ ) 
Now, since maxl ~ k ~, I1 a,,k IIL(,) --' O, as n --* o% Lindeberg's condition is satisfied. 
Furthermore, obviously we obtain, by assumption (1.3), 
f-(Z~)) 2--" ~ ~,, b, bsaj, j, as n---,oo. 
k=l  r= l  s= l  
Then, by Theorem 3.2 in Hall and Heyde (1980), we get 
~bj(S,,,ei,)~l&N(O, ~ ~b,.b:~:~). 
j= l  r= l  s= l  
Then, it follows from the Cramer-Wold evice (see Theorem 7.7 in Billingsley, 1968) 
that the vector ((S,, ei, )n .... , (S., % )H) has an asymptotically normal distribution 
with zero mean and covariance matrix Tm= (ai, i~)m× m. From this, since the distribu- 
tions of the vectors ((S,, e~ )H . . . . .  (S,, %)H) and ~j~ 1 (S., %)n .  % coincide, it 
follows that 
(S.,eij)n.% &#(O, Tin), 
j= l  
where #(0, Tin) is an H-valued Gaussian variable with zero expectation and 
covariance operator T,,. 
Thus, since we have proved that the sequence of measures generated by S, is weakly 
compact in the space H, we obtain 
Sn --,, p(O, T ), 
where T = (aij)i,j > l- 
Furthermore, according to Theorem 1.1, since E 11 eo It 2 < oo, and since the sequence 
of operators atisfies (1.1) and (1.2), { I[S. Ir~}, ~>1 is uniformly integrable. Thus, by 
Remark 1.1 and Theorem 5.4 in Billingsley (1968), S, ~ /~ = p(0, T ), as n ~ oo, implies 
n:llS.II~,--, EII~II~,, as n~oo.  Now, because Ell,u[l~=~i=llE(,u, ei)~, we obtain 
oc 
obviously IEI[S, II~ ~ ~llpll~ = Zi=laii, as n ~oc. 
Now, notice that S, & p = p(0, T ), as n ~ o% implies that (S,,, e~)n & (I l, ei )n, as 
n --.oo, for all i ~> 1; and that under hypotheses (1.1) and (1.2), {(S,, ei)2}, ~> 1 is also 
uniformly integrable. Thus, using the previous arguments, we get, for all i i> 1, 
~_(S., ei)~ --* E(p, ei)~l = aii as n ~oo. 
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Moreover, since (S , ,  ei )a  ~ (/~, ei )n,  for all i >/1, then according to Theorem 5.1 m 
Billingsley (19681 and using, once again, the uniform integrability, we obtain for all 
i , j>~l  
F- (~Sn,  e i ) t t  Jr- (Sn ,  e j )u )  2 -~[~( ( l z ,  ei]>H + ([t, ej)H) 2 as n- - *~J .  
Now, by identifying the two quantities, we obtain for all i, j >~ 1 
~(S , , ,e iS , (S , ,e j )H~ai j  asn~vc ,  
which completes the proof. []  
2.3. Proof of  Theorem 1.3 
Let (Nk, k >~ 1) be a sequence of i.i.d, real random variables with a standard normal 
distribution. Let (e~, k >/ 1) be an orthonormal  basis of H. Define the sequence 
(~;k, k e 2) of H-valued random variables by 
ek = Nk 'e l ,  VkeZ.  
The ea'S are obviously i.i.d., centered and such that 0 < ~ Ih e,o II 2 < ~.  
Now, define the operators a,k, k >/- 1 on the vectors Q by 
1 
(dnk e l ~ - -  " ek , 
a~aej = O, V jvL1.  
Then we get 
i ' i  Sn = ank Ek = ~ Nk  " gk. 
k=l  N / / ' I  k= l  
Now, due to the definition of the real random variables Nk, and to the construction of 
the operators a,k, k/> 1, we obtain for/3 > 0 
lim, m up (   
= lira lim sup (Nk" ek, e j ~ .  
m~o~ n~c,  k~l  j=m~ 1 
= lira lira sup Nk" ek > [3 
o(5(  f )  = lira l imsup N~ > fl m~,x ~ n~c.,z k=m+l  
m~c nooz k=m+ l 
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Using the usual strong law of large numbers for real independent random variables, 
and since ~(N~) = 1, then it is obvious that for all fl > 0 
lim l imsupP(  S, -  ~ (S,,ej)u.ej u> fl)#O. 
m~ n~o5 j= l  
Thus the tightness condition fails and hence the CLT is not valid. 
We can notice that conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are obviously satisfied and that 
~ Nk. ek, ej = 
k=l n ~0 as n~oQ, i f j~n.  
Then Z j= ~ ajj = 0 but ~ II S. N 2 = 1 # O. Thus the only condition that fails is (1.4). 
2.4. Proof of Corollary 1.1 
First of all, notice that we have the following decomposition: 
S, = ~ Xj 
j= I  
/3j 
j= 1 0 am Z.. am - J  
j=o  \m=j+l  
= ak-j ~j + ~ ak j ~j. 
j= l  k=j j=  -oc  k=l  
If we set aj = 0 for j < O, then we obtain 
j= -oc  k=l  
In order to apply Theorem 1.2, we fix W, such that Zljl > w. /a j  II~(~/i < 1/n3 and take 
k~ = W= + n. Then 
( ) '  S.  1 ~ ~ ak-j 1 i +-  ~, ak-S 1i 
Gn ¢TnlJl<~k" k=l  ~nl J l>k=kk=l  
:= T. + U., 
and, since the {e~}'s are i.i.d, and by the Cauchy-Schwarz  inequality, we have the 
following estimate: 
•n [j k k= 1 
= _-S~ ~ ~- ak - j  ~,j 
O'n IJ k k=l  
O'F. 
~< ~ II ak-j IIL(m 
Gn I j l>k . \k=l  
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0",rr 
(Yn [ j ;>k .k . -1  
2 
17 2 0"e 
0"n , i l > k,, -n [[ (.lj IlL(HI 
0"2 
9-- -*0 as n -+tL .  
Therefore. according to Theorem 4.1 in Billingsley (1968), we have only to  p rove  that  
~'  t~, as n --* ~, .  Note that 
= ak - j gj 
' ] I -~ k,, k= l  
:~  ~ '.1 ' 
l / i  <-k,, Gn 
Due to Theorem 1.2, it is sufficient to show that 
sup ~ c,~ 2 <oo and sup ~ L (n)~0 '  
" l i i -< . I~ , , l l0 " . l l L (m ~ <J<*-110" 
But observe that 
as  t i  - - *  :7.C,. 
2 [E k 0"n = ~ ak ,igj ~ 0 "2 
j= *, 1 j - -  - ~: k = I ]ILIH) 
and, since by assumptions a, 2 --, m,, as n ---* oo, and 0 < 0"~ < :~c, we get 
i = ,~ k = 1 
9 ~ * '  2 
Set  ca = Zi= - ~: [I Z~= 1 ak-J ]1L(tl) and notice that 
Cn j " Z Ir""Je 
sup  sup -~  
7-u~ L(H) ' i '  -< k,, 
.2  
n ii l~ k, ' (n  n 0"n 
.2 
Cn 
= sup ~-~ 
n 0"n 
and 
sup cnj (on) (  
~< sup- -  sup ' . 
<, i  < J :  ~n  L(H) 0"n - ,72 <j< :o C n 
Then, because of assumption (1.7), it is enough to show that sup ,< i<,  
LI c,,j I[ L{If)/C, --+ 0, as n ~ c~. A careful analysis of the proof of Corollary 1.1 in Peligrad 
and Utev (1994) shows that if we replace the numbers by the operators in L(H)  and the 
absolute values by the corresponding norms in H, then we get sup_ ~,. <, .... ]1 c,i II ~.(m/ 
c, --* O, as n ~ oo, since c,  --* oo, as n ---* oc. The proof is complete. [ ]  
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